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Following the devastating impression of foot-and-mouth disease, hill-farmer Paddy Fenton is
dealing with monetary ruin. whilst an off-the-cuff acquaintance Dead Man Running (Eric Ward
#13) deals to hire one in every of his outbuildings for cash, the temptation of constructing a bit
funds at the part is just too solid to show down. He has the same opinion - and does not inquire
too heavily into what may be taking place there. it is the worst choice Fenton has ever made. A
police raid on his barn uncovers the creation of 'smokies' - unlawful meat production - and the
farmer is accused as an accessory. The felony underworld that Fenton has unwittingly entered
stretches a ways past the neighborhood countryside.It is right down to attorney Eric observe to
rescue Fenton however it quickly turns into obvious that meat production is the least in their
worries. Botched operations, a divided and corrupt workforce, and a bleak panorama choked
with determined and dissatisfied characters give you the backdrop for Ward's chilling trip into
the darkish underworld of the north, the place it isn't consistently transparent who's running, or
precisely whom they're working from.
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